Background: The Rapid Emergency Medicine Score (REMS) and Worthing Physiological Scoring system (WPS) have been developed for predicting in-hospital mortality in nonsurgical emergency department (ED) patients. The prognostic performance of the scoring systems in independent populations has not been clear. The aim of the study is to evaluate the prognostic accuracy of REMS and WPS systems in the estimation of 30-day mortality risk among medical patients in ED. Methods: The study was designed as a prospective investigation, with the setting being the ED of the National Hospital of Can Tho, Vietnam. We enrolled medical patients aged 16+ years who met the study entry criteria. Clinical data were obtained as required for each scoring system. The primary outcome was mortality within 30 days since hospitalization. The association between each scoring system and mortality was assessed by the hazard ratio (HR) of the Cox's proportional hazard model. Results: The study involved 1746 patients, average age 65.9 years (SD 17). During the period of follow-up, 172 patients (9.9 %) died. The risk of 30-day mortality was increased by 30 % for each additional REMS unit (HR: 1.28; 95 % confidence interval (CI): 1.23-1.34) and by 60 % for each additional WPS unit (HR: 1.6; 95 % CI: 1.5-1.7). The AUC of the REMS was 0.71 (95 % CI: 0.67-0.76) which was significantly lower than that of the WPS (0.80; 95 % CI: 0.76-0.83).
Background
The assessment of outcomes among patients admitted to a non-surgical medical emergency department (ED) is a challenging task. This is true because ED patients are characterized by a broad spectrum of illnesses and disease severity. Although clinical judgment by experienced clinicians is highly valuable, the judgment is often unreliable, particularly in patients who are in between the two extremes of very seriously ill and ill [1] . Therefore, a number of algorithms have been developed to identify high-risk patients who might need intensive intervention. These algorithms have also been used as a triage tool for allocating appropriate resources on emergency and post-emergency period. Among the algorithms, the Rapid Emergency Medicine Score (REMS) [2] , Rapid Acute Physiology Score (RAPS) [3] , Worthing Physiological Scoring system (WPS) [4] , Routine Laboratory Data (RLD) [5] , and Admission Laboratory Tests (ALT) [6] have been widely used in practice [7] .
The REMS (Additional file 1) and WPS (Additional file 2) are relatively simple and highly applicable to ED patients, because the input variables are readily available in most ED patients. Both REMS and WPS scoring systems have been validated on European patients in modern hospital environment [8, 4] . In a validation study, REMS was found to be better than RAPS in terms of predicting in-hospital mortality in ED patients, with the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) being 0.74 for REMS and 0.64 for RAPS [8] . Furthermore, WPS was found to have good discriminatory power in mortality prediction, with AUC being 0.74 [4] . Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the prognostic performance of the two scoring systems is similar in ED patients, since there were no head-to-head comparison studies. Moreover, both REMS and WPS have not been studied in developing countries, and as a result, their prognostic performance in Asian patients remains largely unknown.
We hypothesized that in Asian patients the prognostic performance of the REMS and WPS in predicting mortality is comparable. The present study was designed to test the hypothesis by pursuing the following specific aims: (1) to determine the prognostic significance of REMS and WPS in predicting the risk of 30-day mortality in Asian patients admitted to ED and (2) to compare the predictive values of REMS and WPS in the patients.
Methods

Setting and patients
The study procedures and protocol were approved by the Scientific Research and Ethics Board of the National Hospital of Can Tho (Vietnam). This was a prospective observational investigation, conducted in the ED of the National Hospital of Can Tho, in the Mekong Delta (Vietnam). The hospital is a tertiary teaching hospital that serves 17 million residents in the Mekong Delta region. On average, the hospital's ED admits 75 nonsurgical patients per day.
We enrolled all medical patients aged 16 years and older. "Medical patients" were defined as those were admitted from non-trauma causes with no surgical indication, except surgery for stroke, upper gastrointestinal bleeding, and primary spontaneous pneumothorax. Patients were excluded from the study if they had at least one of the following conditions: acute coronary syndrome, burns, cardiac arrest before admitting to the hospital or which occurred in the ED with failure of cardiopulmonary resuscitation, snakebite, insect bite or sting, poisoning (drugs, alcohol intoxication, paraquat, insecticides, rodenticides, corrosive substances). These patients were transferred to more specialized hospitals for treatment. Patients under 16 years of age, women in labor, and those declared dead on arrival were also excluded from the study. Due to ethical requirements, patients could withdraw from study at any time without giving reasons. However, in reality, reasons for withdrawal included non-compliance with therapy, transfer to another hospital for more specialized care, loss of follow-up, and family-initiated discharge.
Study procedure
All patients who met the inclusion criteria were invited to participate in the study. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. If patients were unconscious or aged less than 18 years, their close relatives or guardians signed the written informed consent. Unconscious patients who regained the cognitive ability were re-consented within 30 days of hospitalization.
Upon the consent was obtained, data collection was conducted by a trained research worker using a structured data form. Patient characteristics, medical history, and physiological data were obtained as required for each scoring system and inclusion criteria (Additional files 1, 2, and 3). Physiological data were recorded at baseline (i.e., first measurement) by medical or nursing staff. After 30 days from the day of admission, the research worker made a call to a relative or delegated person to obtain information on vital status. Patients who had stayed in hospital for more than 30 days were considered "censored".
Outcome measures
The primary outcome of the study was mortality within 30 days since the time of admission to the hospital. Mortality was defined as (a) patients who died in hospital from any cause; (b) family-initiated discharged patients who died either on the way home or within 24 h after the hospital discharge; (c) doctor-initiated discharged patients who died at home. It should be noted that in Vietnamese culture, patients prefer to die at home rather than in hospital. As a result, when a patient is in the terminal stage, the patient or family usually requests for discharge from hospital. The secondary outcome was length of hospital stay, which was determined from the time of hospital admission to the time of discharge.
Risk factors
The research staff recorded data on pulse, body temperature, blood pressure (automatic blood pressure monitor, OMRON HEALTHCARE Co, Vietnam), breathing rate, peripheral oxygen saturation (NONIN Co, USA), days of therapy from other hospital(s), doses of vasopressor agents, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, mechanical ventilation, comorbidity, and functional status (Additional file 3). In some cases (approximately 5 %) where blood pressure was too low or too high, the automatic blood pressure monitor could not measure, and we manually took the blood pressure measurements. 
Data management and analysis
We used the double data entry approach to enter data. The first data entry was undertaken within a day after hospital admission. The second data entry was done at the end of the study. Data from the two entries were then independently verified to check for potential discrepancies. Any discrepancy was adjudicated with the original patient record. Data analysis was conducted according to a plan that was set out prior to the data collection. In the first stage, we calculated descriptive statistics (i.e., mean, standard deviation, median with interquartile range, proportion) for each physiological variable for the REMS and WPS systems with stratification by survival status. Categorical variables will be tested by Fisher's exact test. The distribution of continuous variables was tested by Shapiro-Wilk normality test. The relationship between continuous variables and 30-day mortality will be tested by the Student's t test for normally distributed variables or permutation test for non-normally distributed variables. In the next stage, we used the Cox's proportional hazards model to evaluate the association between REMS and WPS and mortality risk. The discrimination of each scoring system was assessed by AUC value. The difference between two AUCs was tested by the DeLong method [9] . All statistical analyses were performed with the R Statistical Environment version 3.1.0 [10] .
Results
Between March 13, 2013 and June 1, 2013, we had enrolled 2179 patients into the study. However, 71 patients were excluded from the analysis because they did not meet inclusion/exclusion criteria; 271 patients were discontinued from the study. The reasons for discontinuation were as follows: loss to follow-up (28 patients), family-initiated discharge or transfer to another hospital (243 patients). Among the remaining 1837 patients, there were 91 patients with missing values. Therefore, the data were analyzed from 1746 patients.
The median length of stay was 7 days (IQR: 4 to 10). During the follow-up period, 172 patients died within 30-day after admission, and this represents a mortality rate of 9.9 % (95 % confidence interval (CI): 8.5-11.3 %). The 5-day mortality rate was 5.7 % (95 % CI: 4.6-6.9), and this rate increased progressively with time of hospitalization.
Baseline clinical characteristics of patients stratified by survival status are shown in Table 1 . Most of risk factors from REMS and WPS were significant predictors of mortality in univariate analysis (Tables 2 and 3 ). Among the risk factors, the most prominent factors included breathing rate greater than 49 times per minute or less than 6 times per minute, peripheral oxygen saturation less than 75 %, and coma level with Glasgow coma score less than 5 points or AVPU scale (A: Alert, V: Verbal, P: 
Discrimination analysis
The distribution of REMS scores is shown in Fig. 1 . The median REMS score was 6 points (IQR: 5 to 8). Approximately 1 % (n = 18) of patients had REMS score ≥16 points, and among these patients the rate of mortality was~78 % (n = 14). Moreover, the median WPS score was 2 points (IQR: 2 to 4). Although there were about 3 % (n = 53) of patients with WPS score ≥8 points, the rate of mortality among them was~51 % (n = 27) (Fig. 2) . The risk of mortality progressively increased with higher score of REMS and WPS. As expected, the survival group had lower scores than deceased group for REMS (6 vs 9 points, P < 0.001) and WPS (2 vs 5 points, P < 0.001 (Table 1 ).
In the Cox's proportional hazards model, each unit increase in the REMS was associated with 30 % increase in the risk of mortality (HR 1.28; 95 % CI: 1.23-1.34), and each unit increase in WPS was associated with a 60 % risk of mortality (HR 1.6; 95 % CI: 1.5-1.7). The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for REMS and WPS in mortality prediction is shown in Fig. 3 . The AUC for WPS (0.797) was significantly greater than that for REMS (0.712). In addition, there was a modest correlation between the predicted risk of mortality by REMS and predicted risk of mortality by WPS (Fig. 4) , with the Spearman's rank correlation being 0.45 (P < 0.001).
Calibration analysis
In each scoring system, there was good calibration (i.e., agreement between observed and predicted rate of mortality). However, a close examination of data revealed that REMS tended underestimate the risk of death in high-risk patients. On the other hand, WPS tended to overestimate the risk of death in high-risk patients (Fig. 5 ).
Discussion
The assessment of outcome in medical patients is a challenging task, because the diversity and variation in severity of the patient population. The difficulty in the assessment of ED patients is also related to the problem of assigning appropriate weight to each symptom and comorbidity. In that setting, it appears that clinical algorithms with statistical weighting can offer useful prognostic information. In this study, we compared the prognostic performance of two popular algorithms, REMS and WPS, in the prediction of mortality in ED patients. We found that both algorithms have good discrimination and calibration, but the WPS appeared to have better discriminatory power than the REMS system. These findings deserve more elaboration.
It is difficult to compare the present results with previous studies, because there have been no external validation studies for the WPS algorithm. In the original study where REMS was developed, the AUC was 0.852 [2] , which was higher than our observed AUC (0.712). We note that in the original study, the mortality rate was 2.4 %, which is much lower than our study's (9.9 %); the original population was from ED (~56 % hospitalized patients) which is also different from our target population. We also note that the REMS and WPS were designed to predict the risk of in-patient mortality, whereas in our study the outcome was 30-day mortality, and this difference could partly explain the difference in AUC values. It is unlikely that any single prognostic model will perform well for a whole spectrum of seriously ill in ED [11] . However, our study demonstrated that the calibration (e.g., agreement between observed and predicted probability) of the REMS system was very good.
Our result shows that the WPS system had better mortality discrimination than the REMS system. In the 
